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An article published Sept. 30, 
2013, and headlined “TSC hires company 
to provide security,” The Collegian 
reported that Texas Southmost College 
board of trustees Chairman Francisco 
“Kiko” Rendon abstained from the Sept. 
26 vote on the 30-day security services 
contract because he has a relationship 
with the company. 
In fact, Rendon does not have 
a relationship with American 
Investigations and Security International. 
He is employed by Valley American 
Contractors, which has a sister company 
that provides security services, American 
Surveillance.
 During the Oct. 17 meeting of the 
board of trustees, American Surveillance 
was one of several companies considered 
to provide Texas Southmost College with 
security services for one year. Rendon 
also abstained from that vote. 
“To be on the safe side, so there wouldn’t 
be any conflict of interest, that’s why I 
did not enter into any of the discussions 
or any of the votes,” Rendon told The 
Collegian last Tuesday. “Technically, I 
probably wouldn’t have had to abstain 
but I just, for the purpose of not having 
any possibility of anyone thinking there 
might be a conflict of interest, I’d rather 
err on the side of caution,” he said. 
 ---
A photograph published Oct. 21 
accompanying the profile “In the Real 
World” listed the incorrect credit. The 
photo was taken by Communication 
Professor Sharaf Rehman.
CORRECTIONS
The UT-Brownsville Office of Student 
Life and Campus Activities Board will 
host Halloween Havoc from 5 to 10 p.m. 
Wednesday on the Student Union lawn 
with an assortment of tricks and treats 
lined up. 
 The festival will include prizes, 
refreshment concessions, music, the 
Monster Mash dance competition and a 
costume contest. 
Free candy bags will be given to the 
first 300 students or children to arrive. 
The schedule of events includes:
--5 p.m.: Haunted Veranda with DJ 
Zombe 
It’ll be a ‘graveyard smash’ 
Annual Halloween Havoc to take place Wednesday night  
By Marlane Rodriguez 
THE COLLEGIAN
--6:15 p.m.: Monster Mash Dance 
Competition. The winning group will 
receive a $300 cash prize. Organizations 
must register at the Office of Student Life
--7 to 11 p.m.: Haunted House in 
Rusteberg Hall hosted by the Artcelots 
student organization. Admission is $5.
--7 p.m.: The Pumpkin Challenge 
carving contest 
--8 p.m.: UTB Student Costume 
Contest, with cash prizes in four different 
categories: $100 for the individual and 
couples category, $200 for student 
group, and a gift bag valued at $50 for 
children younger than 12. UTB students 
need a student ID card to register. 
--9 p.m.: Dance your Scary Pants Off 
with DJ Zombe
Student Life Director Sergio Martinez 
said a dance floor will be set up on the 
Student Union lawn.
Students in adjunct faculty member 
Alex Peña’s solar energy class have 
installed more than 250 solar panels on 
the roof of the Veterans Memorial High 
School, located at 4550 U.S. Military 
Hwy. 281.
About 20 students in UT-Brownsville’s 
engineering technology program 
participated in placing the panels on the 
roof of the school Oct. 3.
Solar panels work by taking solar 
radiation and converting it into electrons 
that flow from one cell in the panel to 
others, creating an electric current. 
Peña said the objective of the class is to 
“teach students how solar cells work both 
practically and theoretically.”
Students had the opportunity to learn 




UTB students install 




UT-Brownsville engineering technology 
majors Jesus Perales (from left), Eleazar 
Rodriguez, Arturo Rodriguez and Andres 
Lopez drill and connect 250 solar panels on 
the roof of Veterans Memorial High School.
Photo Courtesy Alex Peña
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People have felt strange presences and 
heard unfamiliar noises in the historic 
Oscar S. Dancy Building, the former 
Cameron County Court House.  
In June 2010, the Cameron County 
Commissioners Court voted to allow 
a Rio Grande Valley Paranormal 
Investigations team to search the Dancy 
building, located at 1100 E. Madison St., 
in the hope of finding ghosts.
 Built in 1912, many people entered the 
doors of the courthouse, but some say 
some of those people never left.
Chris Valadez, assistant to Cameron 
County Judge Carlos Cascos, witnessed 
paranormal activity along with seven 
others during the investigation.
“It was two security guards, three 
young ladies and the team of the 
paranormal guys and we were looking 
up at my window because we have two 





huge windows, and one set of blinds was 
opening and one was closing and then 
it did that about seven times and it was 
freaky,” Valadez said. “And, not just one 
person saw it, seven people saw it at the 
same time, and nobody [else] was in the 
courthouse.”
RGV Paranormal Investigations Head 
Tech Thomas Hotcaveg said he also 
remembers Valadez screaming when he 
was touched by an unknown presence. 
Hotcaveg said he only became 
a believer after having personal 
experiences with ghosts during his 
investigations.
Anthony Knopp, professor emeritus 
of history at UT-Brownsville, has been 
conducting tours of historical places 
in Brownsville to educate people on 
the history of the buildings and in 
some cases, tell stories of hangings and 
assassinations that took place at those 
locations.
Knopp said there have been stories 
See HAUNTED, Page 9
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‘Be The Match’ Drive
UT-Brownsville’s Student Health 
Services will host its first “Be The 
Match Drive” from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
today at Casa Bella, Cortez Hall, Life and 
Health Sciences, Student Union, Main 
Building and University Library. People 
between the ages of 18 and 44 are able 
register to be a possible bone marrow 
donor. Student organizations are needed 
to help register donors. For more 
information, call Beverly Estrada, 
Student Health Services secretary I, at 
882-7643.
Depression Awareness Fair Art 
Show
Student Health Services and Active 
Minds, a student organization, will 
host their third annual Depression 
Awareness Fair and Art Show from 
11 a.m. to 2 p.m. Wednesday in the Main 
Building courtyard. The event will feature 
depression screenings, prize drawings 
and games. For more information, call 
Leticia Fierros-Garza, Student Health 
Services counselor, at 882-3896.
‘Hungry Games’
UT-Brownsville and Jack in the Box 
will host their first “Hungry Games” 
at noon Wednesday on the Student 
Union lawn. The event will include 
tricycle races, a tug of war and relay 
races. Admission is free, but students 
must register to participate. For more 
information, call the Office of Student 
Life at 882-5138.
Zombie Advising
In the spirit of Halloween, UT-
Brownsville invites students to make 
an appointment to get advised by an 
adviser dressed as a zombie from 8 a.m. 
to 4 p.m. Thursday in the Main Building 
courtyard. To schedule an appointment, 
visit www.utb.edu/advising. For more 
information, call the Academic 
Advising Center at 882-7362.
Seeking Math Tutors
The ASPIRE Tutoring Lab is looking 
to hire a math tutor. Applicants must 
be currently enrolled in UTB, be junior, 
senior or graduate students, possess a 
thorough knowledge of assigned subject 
area and have at least a 3.0 grade-point 
average. Applications are available in the 
ASPIRE computer lab located in Cortez 
Hall 108. The lab is open from 8 a.m. to 
6 p.m. Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday 
and 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.Thursday and Friday. 
For more information, call Learning 
Instructional Specialist Virginia 
Ledesma at 882-3804. 
PWS Jewelry Sale
Professional Women Speak will host 
a jewelry sale to benefit the PWS Student 
Scholarship Fund from 9 a.m.to 3 p.m. 
Nov. 7 in the Main Building courtyard. 
Donations of new, used, vintage or 
fashion jewelry donations are being 
accepted and must be delivered to Patty 
Orozco in Life and Health Sciences 
Building 2.418. For more information, 
call 882-7143.
--Compiled by Brenda Lopez
Oct. 11
10:14 a.m.: An officer was dispatched to 
the Main Building courtyard to meet with 
a student in regard to missing medication. 
The student said the bottle contains 
hydrocodone pills. The officer told him 
if the pills were found to report it to his 
doctor.
Oct.12
3:17 p.m.: An officer was dispatched to 
the Barnes & Noble Bookstore after an 
alarm sounded. The officer conducted an 
exterior walk-through and concluded the 
area was secure. The officer contacted 
the store manager, who said the alarm 
was coming from the anti-theft device at 
the front of the building, not the burglar 
alarm. 
Oct.13
1:22 a.m.: Two officers observed a 2007 
tan GMC Sierra with its headlamps off 
on West University Boulevard. They 
conducted a traffic stop near Sabal Hall 
and detected the driver had a strong 
odor of alcohol. The 16-year-old driver 
was taken into custody and was issued a 
Class C misdemeanor citation for driving 
under the influence of alcohol and was 
cited for not having a driver’s license 
and no headlights. He was later released 
to the custody of his guardian under the 
direction of the Cameron County Juvenile 
Probation intake officer.
Oct. 14
2:58 p.m.: An officer was dispatched to 
parking Lot O after a 2012 Toyota Tacoma 
and a 2001 Jeep Cherokee collided. No 
injuries were reported and both drivers 
said they did not want to file a report 
because their vehicles sustained only 
minor scratches. The officer told the 
students that he would file an information 
report regarding the accident.
Oct.15
11:39 a.m.: An officer was dispatched 
to Main Building 1.503 in regard to a 
disruptive student. Upon arrival, the 
officer spoke with the student, who said 
the incident occurred after she asked the 
faculty member what would be on the 
next exam. The student said the faculty 
member became upset by the question and 
asked the student to leave. The student 
said she had paid for a service and had not 
learned anything. Both the student and 
faculty member were informed a report of 
the incident would be sent to the Dean of 
Students Office.
Oct.17
2:20 p.m.: An officer was dispatched to 
the soccer field in regard to some unruly 
patrons at a soccer game. The officer 
spoke with a staff member, who said 
some visitors were not complying with the 
referee’s request to stop using air horns 
and whistles during the game. The visitors 
said they don’t understand English and 
didn’t know what the announcer was 
saying over the speakers. The visitors 
ceased using the air horns and whistles 
when they were advised of the rules in 
Spanish.
--Compiled by Kaila Contreras
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Michelle espinoza/Collegian 
Members of the American Criminal Justice Association (ACJA) include (front row, from left) 
Treasurer Claudia Becerra, Secretary Endaira Guerrero, President Dario Gonzalez, Vice President 
Jessica Vallejo, Historian Abigail Gomez and Sergeant- at- Arms Adrian Gonzalez. Second row: 
Alejandra Gasca, Danelly Castillo, Kenia F. Alvarez, Karina Ochoa, Jessica Medina, Veronica 
E. Rodriguez, Stephanie Olivo and Mario E. Ramírez. Third row: Jose Luis Yañez,  Adviser and 
Associate Professor Susan Ritter, Lecturer Anastasia Lawrence, Sharon O. Martínez, Anna 
Stephanie Moreno and Andrea Lee Cavazos. Back row: Eduardo Badillo, Gael Garza, Javier 
Ibarra, Fidel Ochoa and Dathan Cruhm. 
Name: American Criminal Justice 
Association 
Purpose: To promote high standards 
of ethical conduct, professional training 
and higher education within the criminal 
justice field.
President: Dario Gonzalez




Advisers: Criminal Justice Professor 
Susan Ritter and Lecturer Anastasia 
Lawrence
Achievements: Organization of the 
Year and Scorpion Circle Award 2013
Activities: Crime Victims Expo, 
Child Abuse Prevention Candlelight 
Vigil, Domestic Violence Awareness 
Candlelight Vigil, Friendship of 
Women Inc.’s Walk for Safe Families, 
Brownsville Police Department’s 5k Run 
and Brownsville Police Department’s 
Christmas for Kids Golf Tournament
Meetings: 2 p.m. Mondays in the 
Student Union’s Salón Gardenia
Membership requierements: Must 
have a 2.5 grade-point average or higher 
and be a declared criminal justice major
For more information: e-mail acja.
ikx@gmail.com
 --Compiled by Monica Gudiño
Club Spotlight
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Third-graders from Incarnate Word Academy 
perform the song “Sunflower” Oct. 21 during 
the celebration of what would have been the 
91st birthday of the Rev. Armand Mathew. 
The event served as a fundraiser for Kids 
Voting USA Brownsville, a program Mathew 
oversaw for UT-Brownsville’s Center for Civic 
Engagement before his death earlier this 
year. The celebration also featured dance 
and musical performances and an “Apathy” 
piñata, which the students struck down with 
delight.
SGA plans town hall meeting




Mu Alpha Nu fraternity member Frank Corral (center) speaks about co-sponsoring the Winter 
Bash with the Student Government Association during the “Let Your Voice Be Heard” portion of 
the SGA meeting last Wednesday in Salón Cassia. Also shown is fellow fraternity member Magim 
Leal. 
In celebration of Father Mathew
Albert Chapa (left) and his father Juan Antonio 
Chapa perform “Mi querido viejo.” 
Martha Ortiz/Collegian Photos
Zelma Mata and Santa Estrella perform the dance “La Indita” in traditional costumes from 
the Mexican state of Veracruz. Mata, associate professor and chair of the Health and Human 
Performance Department, is director of Grupo Folklórico Tizatlán and Estrella is a member.
Last Wednesday, the Student 
Government Association amended 
resolutions on the State of the Student 
Body Address and the Winter Bash. 
The State of the Student Body Address 
was first scheduled for Aug. 30 but was 
postponed. After discussions with UT-
Brownsville President Juliet V. García 
and Provost Alan Artibise, the senate 
proposed to make it a town hall-style 
meeting.
Students will be able to voice 
their concerns to the SGA and UTB 
administrators at the meeting, scheduled 
from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. Nov. 5. 
“It’s pretty much an event where our 
university president and our provost and 
the Student Government Association 
would host this event and have the 
student body come,” SGA President 
Stephanie Mendez said. “[We] would talk 
to [the students] about all the changes 
that the university is going through, but 
we will also have a question-and-answer 
section for students to participate.”
The senate approved amending 
Resolution 2 to rename the meeting and 
authorize the purchase of $300 worth of 
pizza to serve at the event.
Resolution 6 was amended to include 
the Mu Alpha Nu fraternity as a co-
sponsor of the third annual Winter Bash 
dance. Attendees are asked to donate 
blankets and toys in lieu of an admission 
fee. The blankets and toys will be 
distributed to the needy.
The bash will be held from 6 p.m. 
to midnight Nov. 22 in the Student 
Union’s Gran Salón and is open to the 
public. The senate will provide $1,500 
toward expenses and MAN will make 
arrangements for entertainment.
“I’m personally extremely excited 
for this event, I know Winter Bash has 
been getting bigger and bigger,” said 
Frank Corral, a member of the fraternity. 
“Three hundred toys stacked up sounds 
amazing to me.”
Corral said he has plenty of 
entertainment acts lined up for the event. 
Other Greek groups are interested in 
contributing to the event as well.
SGA Adviser and Director of 
Leadership Programs Heather Olague is 
pleased with the upcoming SGA events. 
“I’m glad to hear you all have a bunch 
of dates, but now it means your real 
work sets in,” Olague said. “You all have 
friends, you all go to classes, and these 
events will be no good if we [only] get five 
people.”
In other business, the SGA approved:
--Resolution 11, which authorizes the 
senate to host the Deans Luncheon, 
where senators will meet the deans of the 
college they represent and discuss what 
each college is doing for its students. The 
event is scheduled from 11 a.m. to noon 
Nov. 13. The luncheon will be sponsored 
by the Office of the Provost. 
--Resolution 12, which recommends 
the formation of a Recreation, Education 
and Kinesiology Center Student 
Advisory Council with equal number of 
representatives from UTB and Texas 
Southmost College. The resolution 
will be submitted to UTB and TSC 
administrators. 
--Approved the appointment of Ramiro 
Martinez, a senior government major, as 
a senator for the College of Liberal Arts.
“I want to be involved in what’s going 
on, representing students,” Martinez 
said. “I saw this as an opportunity to 
actually get the experience.” 
Martinez was immediately sworn in.




What is the scariest thing that has 
happened to you? 
Two hundred 
twenty-five dollars 
can get you many 
things, including a 
ticket to the world-
renowned music 
festival known as 
Austin City Limits. 
It sounds perfect, 
72 hours of nonstop 
fun in the state capital filled with great 
music, aftershows and diversity. Here’s 
the thing, it just was not for me.
Although getting the chance to see Alex 
Turner of the Arctic Monkeys excessively 
comb his hair back was enjoyable, there 
were a few things that irked me.
The first person I would like to publicly 
shame is the intoxicated man in front of 
me during Depeche Mode’s performance. 
He trampled me like Mufasa in “The Lion 
King.” You’re paying money to make 
memories, not black out. In the words 
of Kendrick Lamar: “B----, don’t kill my 
vibe.”
Another thing: Don’t take your parents 
into the crowd, people. No one cares how 
“metal” your father was back in the ’80s. 
Someone’s dad got into a fight behind me 
during Purity Ring’s set because a guy 
accidentally elbowed his daughter in the 
face. Look, sir, you are not Liam Neeson 
in “Taken.”
Also, to the middle-aged couple 
getting it on in front of everyone during 
The Cure--really? I’m trying to sing my 
heart out to “Pictures of You,” not feel 
uncomfortable while you both physically 
proclaim your “love” for each other.
Just when I thought my final day of 
ACL was going to be great because I 
was getting the chance to meet one of 
my favorite artists, something had to go 
wrong, of course. I was pulling out my 
phone to take a selfie with Kevin Parker 
of Tame Impala when a woman who got 
her job as a sales associate confused with 
a Secret Service agent decided to grab 
me and yell. I apologized to the band and 
explained I wasn’t going to shoot them 
with my iPhone 4.
A valuable lesson I learned during my 
visit to Austin was to never take a cab, 
especially during an event like Austin 
City Limits, due to the expensive rates. 
While I was fortunate to have the same 
taxi  driver twice that weekend who 
shared the same sarcastic humor as me, 
other cab drivers didn’t give me the same 
discount this guy did. There was always 
an awkward silence when a cab driver 
would say, “OK, your total is $29.50,” due 
to the realization that my bank account 
funds were draining.
I would like to thank the volunteers 
handing out free boxed water, though. 
I didn’t know such a thing existed but 
these generous people saved me from 
having a heat stroke on Day 1 of ACL. 
Don’t get me wrong, the lineup was 
great. I definitely enjoyed such acts as 
Vampire Weekend, Noah and the Whale, 
Grimes, Kaskade and Walk the Moon. I 
would also like to acknowledge all the 
random people I met during my three-
day stay in Austin whom I will probably 
never see again in my life. These people 
helped me enjoy the festival much more.
I’m not trying to be pessimistic, but 
if you’re going to the Austin City Limits 
Festival, or any other similar event, stay 
away from obnoxious, intoxicated people 
and parents, and always ask if you can 





Thank you, Cameron County 
Commissioner Sofia Benavides, for your 
work on behalf of women’s health here in 
the Lower Rio Grande Valley.
Thank you for being wise and 
compassionate enough to publicly 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Thanking Commissioner 
Benavides




“One night, what happened was [that] my mom usually gets 
home and I’ll be sitting in the living room watching TV and I’ll 
hear the sound of her high heels kind of clacking on the cement 
in the driveway. It was around 7 but it was already dark outside. 
So what happened was that I was watching TV and I heard her 
shoes, but I looked outside and I didn’t see her. I thought she 
was already opening the door, so I waited and waited for like five 
minutes [or] 10 minutes and the door never opened. I checked 
outside and there was no car in the driveway. The next thing that 
happened was that I was going to get my cell phone and I went 
into my room, and we don’t have central air--we have the air 
conditioner that you put in the window--but what happened was 
that my door slowly started closing behind me. I was the only one at home, so it kind 
of freaked me out.”
 “Cuando era chiquita, antes tenía una amiga. Cuando 
terminaba el día, ella siempre se iba a su casa. Pero cuando 
crecí ella nunca regresó y yo pensé que había cambiado. 
Cuando cumplí los 15 años, en la casa de mi abuela tomamos 
una foto y en el celular de mi prima salió la misma niña que 
jugamos antes por muchos años. No cambió ni como se vestía 
igual, igualita. Cuando la vi, tardé un rato en recordar quién 
era pero me empecé a recordar y era la misma niña. Como 








this one time 
I got home, 
and I used to 
have a bunch 
of cats, and 
you know 
how they 





s o m e t h i n g 
Wahltyn Rattray
UTB physics senior
 “I woke up around 3 a.m. once [and] 
I heard a knock on my door, so I went 
to open it and I found nothing. The 
weirdest thing was that it was open a 
little bit. I thought I saw a figure, but I 
don’t know what it was.”
--Compiled by Brenda Lopez
-- Photos by Michelle Espinoza
Shutdown reflections abound, so why 
shrink! Here are mine.
During the shutdown, two telling 
events occurred in distant United States 
corners. A 4-foot snowstorm killed 
thousands of western South Dakota 
cattle. Microbes entered as many as 
80 Louisiana municipal water supply 
systems. 
South Dakota and Louisiana 
state officials, heavy with Tea Party 
congressmen, immediately asked for 
federal help.
It arrived--as soon as the shutdown 
ended.
These requests for federal aid occur 
disproportionately from states where 
Tea Party advocates win elections on 
dismantle-federal-programs promises. 
But when emergencies break out, they 
dial, “Federal Government, Washington, 
D.C.!”
Americans should begin to look at the 
United States as a whole, not bickering 
parts, and when one section needs help, 
be it the environment, the Affordable 
Care Act (help for 70 to 80 million 
Americans, maybe millions more), 
disasters, education, veterans and parks 
that assistance must be part of a civilized 
and compassionate nation.
Another shutdown thought: 
If Congress is serious about 
avoiding another shutdown based on 
tax and spend debates, these months are 
the time to examine the bloated military 
budget, the loopholes-for-the-rich tax 
system and big-bank maneuvers.
Will there be the will among 
Republicans, including the Tea Party, and 
Democrats to plan how to gain revenue, 




support--at its new Brownsville office-
-South Texas Planned Parenthood and 
the work it does.
Planned Parenthood of South Texas is 
a major avenue for thousands of poor and 
low-income women to receive preventive 
healthcare, breast exams, pap smears 
and many other critical services.
Planned Parenthood in the region, 
state, nation and world has improved 
millions of women’s lives.
Ruth E. Wagner
Brownsville resident
is there. All of a sudden, I was opening 
the door and [the cats] just stopped to 
turn around and look behind me. They 
didn’t look at me. They looked behind 
me. When they get scared, all their hairs 
stand up. They were just staring and they 
were hissing, but there was nothing there, 
so I got really scared. Then, I went inside 
and they were still looking at something 
that, well, really wasn’t there. I didn’t see 
anything.” 
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Senior education major Daniel Martinez (clockwise, from top left), psychology major Arlene 
Laboy, psychology major, senior computer sciences major Ramiro Espinoza and biophysics 
graduate student Glenn Grissom share their experiences about their disabilities and how they 
have managed them during the panel discussion “In Our Shoes.” 
Martha Ortiz/Collegian
Last Tuesday, about 50 people attended 
“In Our Shoes,” a panel presentation 
in which four UT-Brownsville students 
spoke about how they manage their 
disability.
The event, which took place in the Main 
Building’s Salón Cassia, was part of the 
university’s observance of Accessibility 
Awareness Week. 
The panelists struggle with visual and 
hearing impairments, sleep apnea and 
post-traumatic stress disorder.
Daniel Martinez, a senior education 
major, was injured in an accident, 
resulting in the loss of his vision.
“Can you imagine yourself being a 
teacher, standing in front of the class and 
… the first thing you see is me. I’m a blind 
student … and you have no idea what to 
do.” 
Martinez said that professors get 
nervous because their perception of blind 
students is usually not a positive one.
“They think because someone is blind 
they cannot read,” Martinez said. “They 
think because someone is blind they 
cannot collaborate in the classroom, and 
that’s not always the fact.” 
He said that because of the Office 
of Disability Services, he is able to 
participate in class.
The department provides a document 
for Martinez to give professors which 
states that he is blind and needs 








See SHOES, Page 9
“I have access to the technology inside 
the classroom,” he said. “I have the 
textbook in an accessible format, either 
in Braille or in audio, or because I have 
a digital recorder that will allow me to 
take notes. All this and more help me be 
productive in the classroom.”
Martinez said that sometimes he 
struggles with the work in class because 
there are images on the board or the 
professor sometimes posts things on 
Blackboard, and he can’t see it.
Senior psychology major Arlene Laboy 
is a veteran who has post-traumatic 
stress disorder due a military experience 
that happened in 2005. 
“I started school here in fall and 
[there were] very large classes,” Laboy 
said. “I started experiencing difficulties, 
especially during testing. So, that’s how 
I first contacted the testing center. I 
contacted Mr. [Steve] Wilder, and he 
let me know about some services that I 
could benefit from which I use today.”
She said these services have helped 
her with note-taking and during tests, 
she goes to a testing area so she can 
concentrate better.
“I believe these services are great for 
us because it prevents us from getting 
discouraged and reaching our goals, just 
like anybody else,” Laboy said.
Laboy is the president of Veteran 
Females United and is trying to get 
additional services for veterans.
Glenn Grissom, a graduate student 
in biophysics, suffers from sleep apnea 
and narcolepsy. He is also satisfied with 
the program that is offered by Disability 
Services. 
“I’m very thankful to the program 
that’s here,” Grissom said. “I think 
without it, school would be much more 
difficult for me. When I first got to UTB, I 
wasn’t aware of the program, and testing 
in some class situations were difficult. It 
was hard.”
Alcohol Awareness
Eva Robles, the student “charged” 
in the drunken-driving, hit-and-run 
accident that injured UT-Brownsville’s 
mascot, Ozzie the Ocelot, pleaded “guilty” 
to intoxication assault, failure to stop and 
render aid and driving while intoxicated 
during a mock trial last Thursday in the 
Student Union’s Gran Salón. 
Robles initially pleaded not guilty to 
the charges. 
But, after a strong case presented 
by David Marquez, UTB’s director of 
student rights, and the testimony of UTB 
Police Officer Perla Noriega, the first 
officer at the scene; Alejandra Sanchez, 
an eyewitness to the accident; and Ozzie, 
the victim, the defendant pleaded guilty. 
Judicial Affairs Coordinator David 
Mariscal defended Robles, saying Ozzie 
bears some of the responsibility for the 
accident because he “stealthily pounced 
in the way of my client, giving no time for 
my client to take corrective measures.”
Marquez argued, however, that the 
‘“defendant’ knowingly operated a motor 
vehicle after a long night of consuming 
excessive amounts of alcohol and 
then, through that reckless behavior, 
endangered her life and that of others.”
Noriega testified that she received a 
call at 10:05 a.m. Oct. 16 about a vehicle-
pedestrian accident on the driveway in 
front of the Main Building. The suspect 
‘Guilty’ plea in mock drunken-driving accident
Trial held in hit-and-run case that injured Ozzie
By Alex Rodriguez
THE COLLEGIAN
had fled the scene.
“I walked into the Main courtyard and 
I was able to locate a person that fit the 
description of the suspect as identified by 
the witness,” the officer testified.
Noriega testified that she detected a 
strong odor of alcohol on the suspect, who 
“was also uncoordinated and had slurred 
speech” and had difficulty standing.
 The officer said she found an empty 
beer can on the car’s dashboard and 
another on the ground nearby.
Noriega administered a field sobriety 
test, which the defendant failed. Robles 
was arrested and transported to the 
Carrizales-Rucker Detention Center.
Sanchez, the eyewitness, testified 
that she was walking toward the Main 
Building driveway and Ozzie was walking 
in front of her when she saw a car 
approaching from the right that appeared 
to be slowing down.
“Ozzie continued and just as he did, the 
vehicle suddenly sped up and hit Ozzie 
on his side,” she said.
Asked by Marquez what happened 
next, Sanchez replied: “The vehicle 
swerved and eventually stopped. [The 
defendant] then exited the vehicle and 
appeared to clumsily walk by the victim. 
She was shouting and appeared to be 
distressed and then she began to walk 
toward the courtyard.” 
In cross-examination, Mariscal asked 
Sanchez: “How could you have been so 
attentive, so sure about what you saw?”
aManda arredOndO/Collegian Photos
Senior special education major Eva Robles (in photo at left) pleads guilty to driving 
while intoxicated, intoxication assault and failure to stop and render aid during last 
Thursday’s mock trial that was part of UT-Brownsville’s observance of National Collegiate 
Alcohol Awareness Week. Robles “struck” UTB mascot Ozzie the Ocelot on Oct. 16 
as he tried to cross the Main Building driveway. Ozzie (right) testifies against Robles. 
Sanchez responded: “I was alert, I 
always pay attention when I walk, not 
like those sonsos that text and walk at the 
same time. Too many dangers out there 
not to pay attention.”
Then it was Ozzie’s turn to testify. He 
was taken to the stand in a wheelchair. 
He had one arm in a sling and bandages 
on his ears and legs.
Marquez asked the ocelot how he was 
feeling. Ozzie gestured that he was in 
pain.
Then Marquez asked Ozzie if he could 
identify the person driving the vehicle. 
The mascot pointed to the defendant and 
then began to cry.
Mariscal asked the mascot; “You cat 
people all think alike. You have nine 
lives, so you don’t care too much about 
See TRIAL, Page 9
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Comic strips have been around since 
the late 1800s and show no sign of slowing 
down. Some comic book characters have 
been immortalized by being featured in 
animated shows, films and video games, 
like the recent video game, “Batman: 
Arkham Origins.” 
I’ve been a fan of comics since I was 
young. In fact, it was the main reason I 
wanted to learn to read. I recall digging 
through my grandpa’s newspaper for the 
“funnies” and deeply upsetting him for 
dismantling his paper. He would laugh 
about it, take me to the grocery store and 
allow me to pick out some comic books 
to read with the promise that I’d leave his 
newspapers alone. 
 What he did that day was introduce 
me to my favorite superheroes, Spider-
Man and Batman. These characters from 
that moment on became my favorite and 
I wanted everything related to the two. 
As I grew older my obsession with 
comic books also grew. But I wasn’t 
the only one with this obsession. I soon 
realized that some of my closest friends 
were also in love with comics. We spent 
most of our time reading and taking 
turns being Batman (no one ever wanted 
to be his sidekick, Robin) while playing 
our version of cops and robbers.
Back then, the only thing that stopped 
Comic books line the shelves at Rogue Comics, 13 N. Park Plaza in Brownsville.





us was our curfews, signaled by the street 
lights turning on. 
Even as an adult I still read comic 
books and share the only reason why 
comic book readers love Wednesdays—
when new issues are published. 
In this modern time, comics have 
expanded to new formats such as motion 
and digital. No longer are comic book 
characters transparent and predictable, 
they are now deep and complex. Also, 
comic book illustrations and writing 
have evolved and are taken seriously. 
The comics are no longer grainy and 
simple-looking but, rather, are complex 
pieces of art.
The recent resurgence of comic-
inspired films has introduced comic 
books to a new generation. Lines full of 
children and adult fans fill theaters to 
capacity at midnight premieres. 
The rise in popularity of superhero 
films has spurred heated debates over 
the announcement of Ben Affleck being 
the latest actor to wear the famous cape 
and cowl.
So when you’re watching AMC’s “The 
Walking Dead” on Sundays, don’t forget 
that the series originally was a comic 
book and most of the entertainment 
you enjoy is based on or has drawn 
inspiration from comic books. Your best 
bet is to visit a local comic book shop and 
start reading. 
In Sergio Garcia’s live piece, “Si 
siembras balas…,” three people sit nearly 
motionless—and emotionless--in front 
of three televisions showing images of 
the artist and others in mugshots, a 
mushroom cloud, a video game, a noose 
and a skeleton key while a sculpture of 
the Last Supper hangs on the wall above 
the sets.
“As individuals, we are always trying 
to blame others (the politicians, the 
government, the drug dealers), whoever, 
except ourselves,” García replied when 
asked about the meaning of his artwork.
He said he tries to make the audience 
think about the contribution that we add 
to the turmoil that is the world today.
 “If we plant bullets, the only fruit that 
we can harvest is war,” Garcia wrote in 
the description that was posted next to 
the work.
He is among 10 artists from Mexico 
whose work forms the exhibit, “Exotic 
Golfo,” which opened last Tuesday night 
in the Gallery at Rusteberg Hall on the 
UT-Brownsville campus. 
“Exotic” refers to the stereotype of 
how people from the United States see 
people or art from the other side of the 
border, while “Golfo” refers to someone 
who goes against the rules of society, said 
exhibit curator, Mauricio Saenz, a 2003 
graduate of UTB/TSC.  
“I want the viewers to just try to look 
at something fresh, more contemporary,” 
Saenz said. “I think they will discover a 
lot of things out of it.”
This exhibit aims to take the artists and 
audience out of their comfort zones, and 
each piece meets that criterion. 
The other artists in the exhibit 
are Rogelio Melendez Ayer, Javier 
Dragustinovis, Tochiro Gallegos, 
Samantha Garcia, Mildred Lopez, Juan 
Gonzalez Jufrago, Mario Jimenez Diaz, 
Against the norms of society 
By Monica Gudiño
THE COLLEGIAN
Sophomore biology major Yazmine Guerra 
(right) and sophomore psychology major 
Anamile Guerra look at Samantha García’s 
mixed-media work, “Mala publicidad” (“Bad 
Publicity”), during last Tuesday’s opening 
reception for “Exotic Golfo” in the Art Gallery 
at Rusteberg Hall. García is one of 10 artists 
from Mexico whose work is featured in the art 
show.
Michelle espinozA/Collegian 
James Salgado and Humberto Ramirez.
“Exotic Golfo” will be on display 
until Nov. 15. Admission is $1. Gallery 
hours are 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday and 
Wednesday, 9 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. Tuesday 
and Thursday and 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Friday. 
Last Wednesday, about 40 students 
took a break from their busy schedules 
to participate in the Jack in the Box-
sponsored event, “Munchie Mayhem,” 
held on the Student Union Lawn. 
Students competed in the corn hole 
toss, the inflatable obstacle course and 
the bungee cord tug-o-war to win a chance 
to spin a prize wheel for sunglasses and 




various Jack in the Box coupons. 
‘“Munchie Mayhem’ grabs students’ 
attention and it gets students involved in 
campus activities,” said Allan Hurtado, 
an exercise science junior. 
Sophomore Amelie Garcia said: “It’s a 
little dead, but it could probably use more 
to attract more students, like free food at 
the event. A little disappointed that you 
actually have to purchase something 
before getting the free thing they are 
offering you.”
Gerardo Vega tries to get up while competing in the Bungee Tug-o-War Challenge. 
Michelle espinozA/Collegian 
Leslie Meyer, an assistant professor in 
the Behavioral Sciences Department, and 
sociology major Peter Block lead the Día de 
los Muertos Parade in 2011.
Collegian File Photo
UT-Brownsville will observe Día de 
Los Muertos (Day of the Dead) with a 
procession that will start at 6:30 p.m. 
Saturday.
This year’s event will focus on the Day 
of Dead traditions from the Mexican 
state of Oaxaca. Participants dressed as 
the traditional Catrina and El Catrin 
with their faces painted as skulls 
will begin the walk at Casa Bella, the 
university’s student housing complex, 
located at 2651 FJRM Ave., and proceed 
to the University Library lawn, located 
at 1 W. University Blvd. 
The public is invited to join the 
procession. Afterward, a presentation 
on the Day of the Dead will take place, 
followed by a reception and performance 
by Tejano singer Veronique Medrano 
and dancers. Pan de muerto and other 
refreshments will be served.
The event is coordinated by the 
College of Liberal Arts, the Sociological 
Relevance Club, Behavioral Sciences 
Assistant Professor Leslie Meyer’s 
Service Learning Course students and 
the Office of Student Life.
‘Dia de los Muertos’ 
celebration set for Saturday
By Monica Gudiño
THE COLLEGIAN
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 Peña said the purpose of the project 
was for students “to learn the practice of 
how to put the panels on a roof, with the 
sun on your back,” Peña said.
“It was pretty intense; after two hours, 
the students were shaking,” he said. “It 
was a good experience.” 
Among the students who participated 
in the project was senior engineering 
technology major Eleazar Rodriguez. 
“I learned that actually installing the 
solar panels is a different [experience] 
than … being in the class and just 
knowing the theory,” Rodriguez said.
SOLAR
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Junior engineering technology major 
Jesus Perales said: “We learned how to 
connect everything … and how many 
[panels] we need, depending on the watts 
we are supposed to produce. It’s not the 
same to listen in the classroom than 
doing it.”
Peña said the students installed the 
solar panels, while workers connected the 
panels to the inverter and the building.
“We were lucky enough to have 
somebody to let us inside the project 
and … have our students practice there,” 
Peña said.
The Brownsville Independent School 
District received a $240,000 Innovative 
Energy Demonstration grant from the 
State Energy Conservation Office. 
 “Veterans Memorial was a candidate 
because of its qualifications and we were 
honored by the federal government as an 
Energy Star building that was awarded 
about a year ago,” said Santiago Otero, 
the BISD’s energy manager.
Another factor that qualified the school 
was that it has a Science, Technology, 
Engineering and Math program, where 
students learn about renewal energy and 
sustainable buildings.
Peña said the high school will spend 
about 30 percent less on its monthly 
electricity bill. 
It would take an additional 1,500 
panels for the school to rely solely on 
solar energy.
“If we could install more solar panels 
it could take care of 100 percent of their 
bills, but it’s not happening right now,” 
Peña said. “It’s just an educational grant, 
250 panels--that’s it.”
Asked if there would be more panels 
installed in the future, Otero replied that 
the school is always looking for grants. 
“We apply for them when we know they 
are out there,” he said. “We try to grab as 
much money as we can to upgrade … our 
schools.”
Peña’s class will work next on a 
solar energy project with the City of 
Brownsville, where they will place solar 
panels on a carport.
 Grissom, who suffers from migraines 
recently had surgery and has noticed 
some improvement. 
“The migraines are mostly what causes 
my difficulties in school,” Grissom said. 
“Sometimes, I have to come to class. 
I can’t miss the presentations that the 
teachers are doing, and I might be on 
some medication that can help me to be 
able to deal with the migraine at the time 
SHOES
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or I might be in such pain that is just so 
difficult for me to pay attention.”
Grissom said that Disability Services 
informs his professors about his 
disability, so they can collaborate and 
help him.
“Most of the responses that I’ve gotten 
from my professors have been pretty 
good,” Grissom said. “Most [of them] are 
more than willing to cooperate.” 
He said that he’s had situations in 
which he wants to videotape professors, 
but some professors don’t feel 
comfortable being tape recorded, and he 
has to respect that.
“I didn’t do the video recording, but 
I was still able to make it through the 
class,” Grissom said. “[The professors] 
helped me a lot.” 
Ramiro Espinoza, a computer 
science graduate student, has a hearing 
impairment.
“I had an interpreter, I had a note-taker, 
and I was able to get some captioning 
applied to videos I had to watch,” 
Espinoza signed. “Even if they didn’t 
have captioning on movies or videos, the 
interpreter was there. Sometimes, it was 
hard for me because when the instructor 
is lecturing and the interpreter is there, I 
was thinking ‘OK, how am I going to take 
notes?’  I figured I need somebody to 
take notes for me because looking at the 
interpreter and trying to pay attention to 
the instructor and write things down is 
quite difficult.”
Steve Wilder, coordinator of Disability 
Services, said about 250 students with 
disabilities attend UTB.
the first eight. Isn’t that the real truth?”
Ozzie shook his head sideways, 
indicating “no.”
Marquez objected to the questioning, 
saying the counselor’s wild accusations 
deflected attention from “the real guilty 
person here.”
The judge, Phillip Martinez, sustained 
the objection.
With no further questions to answer, a 
crying Ozzie left the stand.
It was then that the defendant began 
to sob.
TRIAL
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Both sides rested their case. Mariscal 
asked for a brief recess so that Robles 
could compose herself.
After five minutes, they returned and 
Mariscal informed the judge that against 
his advice, Robles had decided to plead 
guilty to the charges.
“How do you plead to the charges?” the 
judge asked Robles.
“Your honor, I plead guilty,” she 
responded. She apologized to Ozzie, his 
family and fans for causing much pain 
and suffering.
Admitting that she had been abusing 
alcohol since junior high, the defendant 
asked the court for mercy “in helping 
me through my mental and physical 
addiction.”
The judge accepted the plea and 
scheduled sentencing in 14 days.
As Robles walked away, she asked 
Ozzie for forgiveness and hugged him.
The mock trial was part of the 
university’s observance of National 
Collegiate Alcohol Awareness Week 
and meant to bring to light the legal 
consequences of drinking and driving 
and students’ responsibility to practice 
safe alcohol consumption. 
“This is a mock trial, but this happens in 
real life,” said Perla Gamez, a psychology 
senior. “Like Judge Phillip said, many 
people go through this every day and it 
brings tragedy to many families.”
Alexandra Mariño, a kinesiology 
sophomore said: “This mock trial can help 
students be aware of the consequences of 
what will happen if they drink and drive 
and how it can affect people and their 
families, and they don’t even know it.”
Mariscal said more than 1,000 
universities throughout the country 
observe Alcohol  Awareness Week every 
fall.
 “If we can save one life then we’ve done 
our job,” he said. “But, overall, the more 
messages a student gets, the more they 
hear it from other students, the more 
awareness we will raise and, hopefully, 
prevent some accidents and problems 
down the road.”
concerning ghosts in the Dancy Building 
and at the Campo Santo Viejo or old city 
cemetery.
In September 2004, construction 
activities began in the parking lot of the 
Dancy Building. During the course of 
construction, a number of human skeletal 
remains were found. The remains were 
HAUNTED
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related to the Campo Santo Viejo.  
“In the late 1850s, there was a plague 
of some kind and a lot of people died 
and then there was the Cortina Raid on 
Brownsville, where other people died, 
and some people, including some poor 
people, were buried outside the official, I 
guess you would call it, cemetery,” Knopp 
said. “In the 1880s, there were reports 
that at night when it was kind of foggy 
and so on, you would see lights appearing 
out of the ground, and the idea was that 
those were lost souls who were looking 
for a resting place in holy ground.”
Some of the most well-known haunted 
places in Brownsville include the Old City 
Hall (Market Square), the old Cameron 
County Jail (1201 E. Van Buren St.), 
the Fort Brown-St. Charles District and 
Galeria 409 (409 E. 13th St.).
According to Hotcaveg, Galeria 409 is 
one of the most haunted places he has 
ever investigated. He said the building 
has served many purposes, including a 
drugstore, a feed storage and a brothel.
“We did an investigation there with 
some radio personalities from Hot Kiss 
106 and I think it was the production 
manager [who] had … an out-of-body 
experience,” Hotcaveg said. “… All of 
sudden she was paralyzed, she could not 
move. Whatever she spoke, she spoke 
in a child’s voice. Basically, she was 
possessed.”
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Aprendiendo a conservar la energía
Por Magaly Rosales
EDITORA DE ESPAÑOL
Estudiantes de la clase de energía 
solar del profesor adjunto Alex Peña, 
instalaron más de 250 paneles solares 
en el techo de la preparatoria Veterans 
Memorial, localizada en 4550 U.S. 
Military Hwy. 281.
Como 20 estudiantes del programa de 
ingeniería tecnológica de UT-Brownsville 
participaron en la instalación el pasado 3 
de octubre.
Los paneles solares coleccionan 
la radiación solar y la convierten en 
electrones que viajan entre los paneles, 
creando una corriente eléctrica. 
Peña dijo que el objetivo de la clase es 
“enseñar a los estudiantes como trabajar 
con pilas solares en la práctica, así como 
en  la teoría”.
Los estudiantes tuvieron la oportunidad 
de experimentar en la instalación de los 
paneles solares.
 Peña dijo que el propósito del proyecto 
era que los estudiantes “aprendieran la 
práctica de instalar paneles en un techo, 
con el sol en sus espaldas”, Peña dijo.
“Fue muy intenso; después de 
dos horas, los estudiantes estaban 
temblando”, él dijo. “Fue una buena 
experiencia”. 
Entre los estudiantes que participaron 
en el proyecto estaba presente estudiante 
de ingeniería tecnológica  de último año, 
Eleazar Rodriguez. 
“Aprendí que actualmente instalar 
los paneles solares es una [experiencia] 
diferente que… estar en clase aprendiendo 
la teoría”, Rodriguez dijo.
Estudiante de ingeniería tecnológica 
de tercer año, Jesus Perales dijo: 
“Aprendimos como conectar todo… 
y cuantos [paneles] se necesitan, 
dependiendo en los vatios que 
produciríamos. No es lo mismo que 
escucharlo en clase que hacerlo”.
Peña dijo que los estudiantes 
instalaron los paneles solares, mientras 
trabajadores conectaron los paneles al 
inversor de energía y al edificio.
 “Tuvimos suerte de que había alguien 
que nos dejara participar en el proyecto 
y… a nuestros estudiantes practicar ahí”, 
dijo Peña.
El Brownsville Independent School 
District recibió la subvención Innovative 
Energy Demonstration de $240,000 del 
State Energy Conservation Office. 
 “Veterans Memorial fue candidato 
por sus calificaciones y honorado por el 
gobierno federal como un edificio Energy 
Star hace un año”, dijo Santiago Otero, el 
gerente de energía del BISD.
Otro factor que calificó a la escuela 




Clasificación: Estudiante de último 
año
Fecha de graduación: Primavera 
del 2014
Promedio: 3.5
Ciudad natal: H. Matamoros, 
Tamaulipas México
Actividades extracurriculares: 
“Mis actividades extracurriculares 
son trabajar en un laboratorio en la 
universidad. Hacemos investigación 
de medicina”. 
Pasatiempos: “Unos de mis 
Estudiante 
de hoy
pasatiempos es pasar tiempo con mis 
amigas y otro de ellos es la fotografía. 
Me gusta tomar fotos y me ayuda 
a relajarme cuando no tengo que 
estudiar ni estoy ocupada”.
¿Cuáles son tus metas? “Mis metas 
son poder llegar a tener una carrera 
médica y trabajar en un hospital para 
ayudar a la gente”.
¿Quién es tu modelo a seguir? 
“Mis modelos a seguir son mis papás 
porque desde que escogí esta carrera 
ellos siempre me apoyaron”.
¿Por qué escogiste la especialidad 
en la que estás? “Creo que esta 
especialidad me identifica mucho 
porque cuando tienes la motivación de 
ayudar a las personas, quieres hacer 
algo al respecto, y esta carrera que 
escogí se relaciona con eso”.
¿Cuál sería tu trabajo ideal? “Mi 
trabajo ideal sería en un hospital 
trabajando con gente con cáncer, 
porque siento que ellos necesitan 
mucha motivación para poder seguir 
adelante y tener una motivación para 
vivir”.
¿Qué técnicas usas para estudiar? 
“Si planeas con tiempo y pones en tu 
calendario los exámenes que vas a 
poner durante el mes puedes planear 
todas las cosas y que te vaya bien en 
todas las materias”.
¿Qué les aconsejas a los alumnos 
de nuevo ingreso? “Los estudiantes 
de nuevo ingreso deben aprender a 
planear y no estudiar todo una noche 
antes. Si planean todo con tiempo les 
puede ir bien desde el primer año”. 
--Recopilado por Magaly Rosales
Foto   cortesía Alex Peña
Estudiantes de ingeniería tecnológica de UT-Brownsville Jesus Perales (de la izquierda), Eleazar Rodriguez, Arturo Rodriguez y Andrés López 
atornillaron y conectaron 250 paneles solares en el techo de  la preparatoria Veterans Memorial.
Foto cortesía Santiago Otero 
El techo de la preparatoria Veterans Memorial después de la instalación de paneles solares. 
El pasado 3 de octubre, los estudiantes de la clase de energía solar de UT-Brownsville 
asistieron en la instalación de los paneles.  
Estudiantes instalan paneles solares en la preparatoria Veterans Memorial
Tecnología, Ingeniería y Matemáticas, 
donde los estudiantes aprenden sobre 
energía renovable y edificios sustentables. 
Peña dijo que la preparatoria gastará 
30 por ciento menos en su cuenta 
eléctrica mensual. 
Tomaría unos 1,500 paneles 
adicionales para que la escuela pueda 
depender solamente de energía solar.
“Si pudiéramos instalar más paneles 
solares se podría encargar del 100 por 
ciento de los gastos, pero eso no pasará 
ahora”, Peña dijo. “Es tan solo una 
subvención educacional, 250 paneles--
    Magaly Rosales/COLLEGIAN
eso es todo”.
Cuando se le preguntó si habrá más 
paneles instalados en el futuro, Otero 
contestó que la escuela siempre está en 
busca de más subvenciones. 
“Aplicamos siempre que sabemos que 
hay subvenciones”, él dijo. “Siempre 
tratamos de recolectar tanto dinero 
como podamos para mejorar… nuestras 
escuelas”.
La clase de Peña trabajará en un 
próximo proyecto con la ciudad de 
Brownsville, donde instalarán paneles 
solares en una cochera.
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Ocelots outpace Cougars
Volleyball team remains undefeated
By Juan Esteve
The UT-Brownsville Volleyball Team 
mauled the No. 22-ranked Columbia 
College Cougars 3-0 at home last 
Thursday night.
The Ocelots, who defeated the 
Cougars 25-15, 25-15 and 25-12 in the 
non-conference game, are now 19-0 
overall (10-0 in the Red River Athletic 
Conference).
Serbian Vanja Joksic was the Ocelots’ 
player of the night with nine kills, five 
digs and two blocks.
In Game 1, the teams exchanged points 
until the Ocelots found their way out to 
win that set by 10 points. In the second 
set, the story was different as the Ocelots 
jumped ahead to 14-7, opening the way 
to another convincing victory in front of 
the hometown crowd in the Garza Gym.
Then in the third set, the Ocelots 
played even harder when they created 
a 12-point margin that traced the way 
for another easy victory. The Ocelots 
combined for 10 blocks as a team. They 
remain undefeated and in first place in 
the RRAC at (10-0).
“I thought we played really well, 
actually,” UTB Athletics Director and 
Head Volleyball Coach Todd Lowery said 
after the game. “Game 1, we came out 
and we were just a little bit too excited. 
It’s been a while since we got to play a 
high-caliber team  and I thought we were 
a little frantic at times early on in Set 
1, but they settled in the second half of 
the set and they played really well and I 
thought we played really consistent the 
rest of the match.”
  Outside hitter Danica Markovic said 
the game was “a great team effort.”
“We worked really hard the past week 
and the weeks before,” Markovic said. 
“We were waiting for this weekend so 
Tony Peña/Collegian 
UT-Brownsville outside hitter Annelies Dokter blocks the ball from Columbia College middle hitter Carol Berger during last Thursday’s game in the 
Garza Gym. The Ocelots swept the Cougars 3-0. 
much and it finally got to show what we 
were working for.”
On Oct. 12, the Ocelots swept the 
Huston-Tillotson University Rams in 
Austin. Markovic and fellow outside 
hitter Annelies Dokter had eight kills 
apiece to lead the team to the three-set 
victory.
The day before, UTB swept University 
of St. Thomas-Houston Celts with 
Markovic’s 15 kills and Dokter’s 12 to 
power the team. 
The Ocelots played against the Biola 
University Eagles last Friday and 
the Concordia University Eagles last 
Saturday. Results were unavailable at 
press time.
--Juan Esteve is a sophomore 
communication major at UT-
Brownsville.
--Collegian Sports Editor Sergio Mata 
contributed to this report. 
UTB-Wiley College match ends in draw
Michelle esPinoza/Collegian 
Wiley College goalkeeper Cesar Ponce clutches the ball after a goal attempt by UT-Brownsville in last Thursday’s home game. The double-overtime 
game ended in a 3-3 draw. 
By Moises Grimaldo
UTB RADIO STATION MANAGER
A double-overtime home game pitting 
the UT-Brownsville Men’s Soccer Team 
against the Wiley College Wildcats ended 
in a 3-3 draw Thursday night.
In a postgame interview with 
The Collegian, Ocelots Head Coach 
Dan Balaguero said the “team was 
disappointed” with the outcome.
As the referee blew the whistle to start 
the game, UTB midfielder Oscar Valencia 
hit first to open the score during a free-
kick play in which the ball landed at his 
feet.  The Ocelots did not cease attempts 
to score and made substitutions in the 
last minutes of a competitive first half. 
However, the Wildcats’ defense contained 
the numerous attacks developed by UTB 
midfielder Mario Perez. 
 During the second half, the Wildcats 
fought their way back to the game and 
at minute 3, forward Jonathan Palomo 
netted a vital goal to tie the score 1-1.
Wiley kept attacking and just five 
minutes after the first goal, forward Suye 
Suah scored for the Wildcats, leaving the 
Ocelots down 2-1.
UTB reached the opponent’s danger 
zone several times, but was not successful 
until defender Kegan Ellis connected an 
incredible header during a corner-kick 
play, tying the score 2-2.
 The Wildcats did not back down after 
UTB tied the game; instead, they pushed 
forward and created more goal chances. 
At minute 29, Suah scored an amazing 
second goal during a free kick just outside 
the goal box.
The Ocelots were down in the score 
once again, but six minutes before the See SOCCER Page 15
game concluded, forward Carlos Acevedo 
tied the game for the Ocelots. The game 
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Athlete of the Week 
UTB claims No. 1 spot; last home match Tuesday 
By Sergio Mata
SPORTS EDITOR
Name: Perry Goldsbury 
Classification: Junior  
Major: Exercise science 
Sport: Soccer 
Position: Defender 
Hometown: Derby, England 
Who is your favorite athlete? “I 
think my favorite athlete is Gareth 
Bale. He’s probably the most exciting 
player to watch.” Bale, of Cardiff, 
Wales, England, won the 2010-2013 
Professional Footballers’ Association 
Player of the Year award, the 2011 Union 
of European Football Association’s 
“Team of the Year” award and the 2007 
Monica cano/Collegian 
Football Association of Wales Young 
Player of the Year award.
Who is your role model? “My role 
models are probably my parents. They 
worked hard to get me to practice and to 
games and they sacrificed a lot.”
What do you like to do for fun? “I 
like to play FIFA with my roommates 
and watch movies with my girlfriend.”
When did you begin playing soccer 
and why did you start playing? “I 
started playing when I was 6 years old 
and my dad made me play. He had a 
team and he kind of wanted me to be a 
soccer player, so I just started then.”
Did you play in high school and 
did you get any awards? “I didn’t 
actually play in high school because 
in England, you don’t really play for 
your school as much as in America. 
We played for a team, an academy, so I 
played for them more.”
What is your favorite movie? “I’d 
say ‘Gladiator.’ I just like the action in 
it.”
What are your goals for this 
season? “To win the conference 
tournament and go to nationals. I think 
if we can get to nationals we can do well, 
we’ve just got to get there first.”
Is there a song that gets your head 
in the game? “Not really a song but 
I mainly listen to Ed Sheeran before 
I play. His songs are quite slow and 
relaxing, which I prefer to listening to.”
--Compiled by Kaila Contreras 




UT-Brownsville libero Heather Meeuwsen prepares to dig the ball Oct. 19 against the Concordia 
(Calif.) University Eagles in the Garza Gym. The Ocelots defeated the former No. 1 team in the 
NAIA in three sets.
UT-Brownsville has announced the 
hiring of Daniel Hayden, a former golf 
coach at the University of the Southwest.
Hayden will replace former golf coach 
Anthony Lopez, who resigned last 
summer to take a Brownsville job outside 
of golf.
“I was looking to get back  into 
coaching,” Hayden said Thursday via 
telephone. “The opportunity to coach at 
UTB was the best opportunity to get back 
into coaching and to be in a school that 
100 percent supports athletics.”
Previously, Hayden was a coach at 
the University of the Southwest, which 
dropped its golf program in 2011, and 
the director of junior golf for the Sun 
Country PGA in Albuquerque, N.M. 
“He met all the qualifications that we 
were looking for,” Athletics Director Todd 
Lowery said via phone. “We just thought 
he’d be a good fit for our program.”
The UT-Brownsville Men’s Golf Team 
will compete today in the Northwood 
University Fall Shootout in Cedar Hill on 
the Tangle Ridge Golf Course.
On Oct. 21 and last Tuesday, the Ocelots 
competed in the first golf tournament of 
the fall season in the Alamo City Classic, 
hosted by Trinity University at the River 
Crossing Golf Club. The women finished 
fifth out of eight schools and the men 
finished at the bottom of the mix.
“Being the first tournament of the year, 
I was extremely proud of them,” Hayden 
told The Collegian. “I think they played 
extremely well, especially for not having 
a coach for the first couple of months.”
On the women’s side, junior Veronica 
Vasquez was the only one to break into 
the top 20 for the Ocelots, finishing 
Oct. 21 with a score of 82 and an 81 on 
Tuesday to finish with a final score of 
163, tying with Molly McCarthy of Trinity 
University and Marina Rhodes of UT-
Tyler for 18th. 
UT-Tyler walked away from the 
tournament with a first-place finish on 
the women’s side. Shelby Allen from 
Concordia (Texas) University finished 
with a score of 148, four shots over par 
and took first place.  
Ocelot Elizabeth Garcia ended up tied 
for 21st with Brigette Lee of Trinity with 
a final score of 164.
No one on the men’s side broke into the 
top 20. Eric Cavazos led UTB, finishing 
tied for 24th with a score of 155 in the 
two-day tournament.
Concordia University finished at the 
top of the leaderboard for the men’s side 
but Chance Cathey of Texas Lutheran 
College took first place with a two-day 
total score of 140, four shots under par.
Hayden has high hopes for the season. 
“I expect both teams to be contenders 
for conference titles without a doubt,” he 
said. “I believe we’ve got a good enough 
men’s squad and a good women’s squad 
to win conference this year.”
UTB aThleTiCs
The UT-Brownsville Ocelots will play 
their final home match of the regular 
season Tuesday against the Our Lady of 
the Lake University Saints. The Senior 
Night match starts at 7 in the Garza Gym.
UTB claimed the No. 1 spot in volleyball 
in the NAIA Coaches’ Poll last Tuesday, 
while the Concordia (Calif.) University 
Eagles fell to No. 2. The Ocelots are now 
21-0 overall (10-o in conference). 
The Eagles heard the roar of the Ocelots 
and about 700 people who witnessed the 
home team sweep the defending NAIA 
volleyball champions Oct. 19.
The first set was close throughout, as 
the lead changed hands four times and the 
teams tied nine times. After the Ocelots 
broke a 14-14 tie, they did not look back as 
they went on to win the set 25-21. 
The momentum carried into Set 2 as the 
Ocelots ran away (25-16) with what was 
an important game for Concordia.
Set 3 was UTB all the way. The Ocelots 
scored first in the set and never lost 
the lead. The Ocelots finished off the 
defending champions with a 25-19 match 
clinching set.
“I thought we played great,” UTB 
Athletics Director and Volleyball Coach 
Todd Lowery said in a postgame interview 
with The Collegian. “Our offense was 
definitely on track tonight. It was the first 
night in a while where we had every hitter 
go in tonight, and I think that was the 
difference between us and them.”
The win snaps the Eagles’ 55-game 
winning streak, the third longest in NAIA 
history. The California team’s last loss was 
to UTB in the 2011 National Association of 
Intercollegiate Athletics finals. 
“It’s a good thing,” Lowery said on 
ending the streak. “We were the last ones 
to beat them, so it’s kind of fitting that it 
was us again. It doesn’t mean a whole lot 
right now. We got to get back to work for 
the next 30 days and I’m sure we’ll see 
them again in December.”
Concordia Coach Trevor Johnson had 
nothing but good things to say about UTB.
“Brownsville is a very good team and 
they wanted it more than we did tonight,” 
Johnson said. “Todd’s doing a nice job 
here.”
UTB outside hitter Annalies Dokter had 
a double-double with 10 kills and 11 digs. 
Fellow outside hitter Danica Markovic 
had a game high 14 kills.
“It’s a great feeling,” Markovic said. “I’m 
still under the pressure of this whole game 
because we went in very hard.”
Right-side hitter Michelle Marques 
had nine kills, libero Heather Meeuwsen 
posted 16 digs and middle blocker Vanja 
Joksic had eight kills.
“It feels awesome that we are on the 
right track and that we’re doing good,” 
Joksic said. “Now we’re No. 1 and it’s an 
awesome feeling.”
It was the last of three matches the UTB 
volleyball team faced that week.
Nearly 650 people witnessed a nail-
biting match Oct. 18 between the Ocelots 
and the Biola (Calif.) University Eagles, 
but in the end the Ocelots prevailed in 
four sets.
Down 8-4 in Set 1, UTB clawed its way 
back into the set after a timeout, but 
eventually lost the set 28-26. Set 2 was 
just as close, tied at 20 points apiece. The 
Ocelots went on a 5-1 run to take the set. 
“It was a hard-fought game against a 
very good team,” Lowery said after the 
match. “I don’t think we played as well 
as we possibly could’ve. We were a little 
bit higher in a couple of the sets. We let 
them out of easy rotations, but I thought 
we settled down in the end and had to do 
what we had to to get a win.”
The Ocelots took the pivotal Set 3, 25-
18. 
Set 4 was looking to be UTB’s, but the 
No. 3-ranked Eagles swooped back into 
the game and exchanged points eight 
times. After breaking the 17-17 tie, the 
Ocelots went on an 8-2 run to take the 
fourth set and the match.
“I thought UTB played well,” Biola 
Volleyball Coach Aaron Seltzer said in a 
postgame interview. “I thought we played 
well Games 1 and 2. Offensively, they’re 
just so good. They’re so good at all their 
positions.”
Dokter had a double-double with 12 
kills and 16 digs. Joksic had eight kills 
and Markovic had seven kills and 11 digs. 
Meeuwsen posted 18 digs.
“It was very intense,” Dokter said. “We 
played very good. I think it’s our best 
game until now.”
On Oct. 17, the Ocelots defeated 
Columbia College Cougars in three sets. 
Joksic received the Red River Athletic 
Conference Hitter of the Week for Oct. 
14-20. Other players honored were 
Meeuwsen as Libero of the Week and 
Xiaoyu Guo as Setter of the Week.
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